TEATRO SOUNDBARS
®

PC3.0 • TSB3.0

High-definition flat screen televisions provide amazing video quality, and
PhaseTech® can match that video with amazing audio. Teatro soundbars
have been designed with precision drivers, Enhanced Voice Technology™
(EVT) circuitry and Spatial Field Expanders™ (SFE). EVT allows you to
augment only the frequencies associated with vocal intelligibility and may
be turned on and off with the simple flip of a front panel switch.
SFE (Spatial Field Expanders) technology utilizes proprietary circuitry and
side-mounted drivers to create the effect of speakers that are spaced
several feet apart at the front of the room - creating the effect of a wide
and enveloping soundstage.
Phase Technology’s PC3.0 soundbar produces 3-channel (left, center, and
right) audio from a single cabinet. Utilizing Phase Technology’s proprietary
driver technology found in the high-end Premiere Collection series of

speakers, the PC3.0 soundbar gives you incredibly accurate and powerful
performance unlike any soundbar you’ve ever heard before. Three 5.25”
RPF flat-piston woofers produce an enormous vertical and horizontal
dispersion pattern, allowing a great freedom of placement of the room
due to the increased coverage and size of the soundstage. Meanwhile, the
patented woven synthetic soft dome tweeters and midranges reproduce
the most delicate of high and mid-range frequencies with ease and grace.
Custom grilles are also available to match the width of any television for a
seamless look when installed.
The ultra-thin TSB3.0, measures only 1.5” deep at the edges to match lowprofile televisions. The PC3.0 may be fitted with a custom grille to match
the width of your TV and are only available in wall mount.

TEATRO SOUNDBARS
PC3.0 • TSB3.0

Description: 3-Way Ultra-Fidelity, Audiophile-Grade LCR Soundbar w/ EVT ™ Intelligibility
Control
Tweeters: (3) 1” Patented Woven Synthetic Soft Dome
Midranges: (3) 1.5” Soft Dome
Woofers: (3) 5.25” RPF ™ Flat-Piston & Kevlar Composite w/ NBR Surround
Additional Drivers: (2) 1.5” Patented Woven Synthetic Soft Dome Spatial Field Expanders™
Frequency Response: 52 Hz - 22 kHz
Sensitivity: 89 dB
Impedance: 4Ω
Power Handling: 15-150 Watts/Channel
Dimensions: 7” H x 40” W x 4.5” D
Weight: 30 lbs.
Grille: Cloth
Color Options: Satin Black

Description: 2-Way Ultra-Thin Soundbar w/ EVT ™ Intelligibility Control
Tweeters: (3) .75” Silk/Synthetic Soft Dome
Woofers: (6) 3” Polypropylene Ultra-Long Throw w/ NBR Surround
Additional Drivers: (2) 1” Aluminum Wide-Range Spatial Field Expanders™
Frequency Response: 75 Hz - 20 kHz
Sensitivity: 90 dB
Impedance: 8Ω
Power Handling: 15-100 Watts/Channel
Dimensions: 6.75” H x 43” W x 1.5” D
Weight: 30 lbs.
Color Options: Brushed Black Aluminum

